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Message from the General Coordinator
2014 was an important year for CAMTRA. Our organization has a long
history of struggle in defense of women's rights and our performance was even
more present in street actions in the framework of the World Cup in Brazil and
its impacts, especially in the host cities, as Rio de Janeiro. There was
considerable increase of repression in the UPPs (Police Pacification Units),
cases of removal of families with use of violence and homicides committed by
police. CAMTRA went to the streets to protest against violation of rights, giving visibility to the
impacts of removals and violence on women’s lives.
At the same time, CAMTRA continued its work with working women, through
information provision and capacity building, using social technologies we have developed over
the years such as The Tent of Rights - a methodology that is now expanding geographically
beyond the SAARA, its original cradle, the Conversation Circles, the formation of new feminists,
etc. Our seminars in 2014 had a much higher demand than the original number planned,
demonstrating not only women interest in the themes presented and discussed, but also the
recognition of CAMTRA as an organization that keeps up its mission of going towards other
women, contributing to their strengthening and autonomy as well as to their participation in
building a more equal and fairer society.
In terms of policy advocacy, CAMTRA has contributed actively to the State Forum on
Ending Violence against Women/FEM, and joint actions with CSOs, collectives and autonomous
feminists to fight violence against women in Rio de Janeiro city and its metropolitan area.
CAMTRA has also expanded its performance nationally, by engaging in policy advocacy for the
approval of CSOs regulatory framework through the Rio de Janeiro board of ABONG- Brazilian
Association of NGOs, assumed in 2013. We still have a long way to go regarding the law
enforcement, such as broadening discussion among all the stakeholders, however it is a fact that
the new legal framework is a positive change in the legal environment both for CSOs and the
Brazilian State.
Last but not least, at the end of 2014 CAMTRA held its Organizational Development
Plan for 2015-2016. This is a significant moment for CAMTRA. We are diversifying our funding,
strengthening our communication, building new strategies, and beyond that, we are looking
within our organization, assessing processes and relations, strengthening our team, (re)defining
roles and responsibilities. Finally, we have adjusted CAMTRA’s identity and thematic areas so
that they reflect CAMTRA’s moment of maturity. Our expectation is of growing strong and
advance our mission.
Thank all of you who have believed in CAMTRA along this journey – supporters, collaborators,
associates and our team.
Eleutéria Amora,Camtra General Coordinator
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About Camtra
CAMTRA is a feminist ,non-profit organization founded in 1997. We focus on
dissemination of information about women’s rights, fighting violence against women
and sexual and reproductive health. We invest in building political awareness, especially
regarding low income women, workers, young women and community leaders,
contributing to women self-organization and to their access to individual and collective
rights.

Our Mission
Going towards other women with the perspective of contributing to promote their
rights and strengthen their autonomy, in view of building a fairer and more equal
society.

Our Vision
Being recognized as a feminist organization of reference for defending women’s rights
and for developing new social technologies.

Our Values
 Feminism as a structuring value for social change. We believe in daily revolution
through promoting small changes, without losing the macro perspective;
 We invest in working for poor women and in strengthening and supporting
communitary groups, women’s collectives;
 We believe in dialogue and joint strategies with distinct social movements, seeking
to give visibility to the feminist agenda;

 We believe that facing sexism is not dissociated from facing racism and lesbophobia;
 We are careful in choosing our partners and in fundraising policy, in order to
preserve our autonomy;
 We believe and invest in a feminist formation based on popular education,

developed through participatory methodologies that value women’s knowledge and
activism;
 We believe in women self-organization
 Facing all forms of violence against women
 All women are workers, at home or outside.
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Thematic Areas
Our projects and activities are developed within four

thematic areas ,which are

composed of sub-areas, worked in na integrated manner.
The areas were reajusted after Camtra completed its Organizational Development Plan,

at the end of 2014. The chart bellow reflects the adjustments made.

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Gender Violence
Domestic Violence
Lesbophobia
Racism
Sexual Exploitation

SEXUAL AND REPRODTUCTIVE RIGHTS

Sexuality
STD and AIDS Prevention
Contraceptive Methods

WOMEN’S WORK

EDUCATING FOR AUTHONOMY

Economic Autonomy: Income generation
Precarious work
Inequality

Facing Discrimination
Sex Education
Patriarchy
Sexism and Misogyny
Racism
Lesbophobia
Feminism
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2014 Highlights of Activities

March 8th - International Women's Day of Action
Roses distribution to working women in Central do Brasil and downtown
SAARA popular shopping area
Since 1998 Camtra distributes roses to women
who arrive at Central do Brasil at 6am for another
working day. Most of them live in Baixada Fluminense,
as well as in the west and north area of Rio de Janeiro
and have family income between one and two minimum
wage. They have to leave home at 4 or 5 am in order to
arrive on time at work. In this hectic rhythm to support
their families, there is little access to information,
especially on their rights.
Thus, distributing roses is a way to pay homage
to these working women and getting close to minds and
hearts. When Camtra started this campaing, nearly 20
years ago, its staff and volunteers distributed 300 roses.
Today the number has risen to 3000, that is, 3000
women receive roses along with flyers – this year
substituted for paper fans with messages - with
information on women’s rights.
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Feminist Calendar

We believe in the power or this action
for its multiplier effect. By receiving roses,
women stop by, chat, read, keep the flier or
share it with friends and coleagues, what
maybe would not happen if we just distribute
fliers. As a result, throughout the year we
receive their phone calls seeking information
on women’s rights. Also, besides having a
multiplier effect, it is a rewarding experience.
By arriving at 6am, we receive thankful smiles
and looks. Many women have never received
roses in their lives. Others say that they have
been waiting for this day to receive roses.

In 2014 the campaing had 76% of
its cost through both individual
and organizations donations.
Camtra thanks every person and
organization for making this
action possible and accounts for
its financing.

Citizen Woman Honor
In the framework of International Women's
Day, Camtra’s founder and General Coordinator
Eleutéria Amora received award “Diploma Mulher
Cidadã” (Citizen Woman Honor) at ALERJ –
Legislative Assembly of Rio de Janeiro State. Amora
was one of nine women awarded the Honor by
Defense of Women’s
Right Parliamentary
Committee, for their contribution to defending and
value women. The 11th Ceremony was chaired by
Ines Pandeló, Committee President.
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Camtra Tent of Rights
Visibility and dissemination of information among women

One of Camtra`s main action is the Tent of Rights, a social
technology developed by Camtra as early as 1999. Since then, thousands
of women have been informed on sexual and reproductive health
and rights, social rights and violence against women. The tent is set up
once a month, usually on Fridays from 11am to 3.30pm in a busy
popular shopping area downtown Rio de Janeiro, known as SAARA.
Besides
distributing
informative
material such as fliers and brochures, there
are public classes on those themes.
The Tent of Rights gathers local
workers - both women and man, or just
passers-by. The number of materials as well
as condoms disttributed are registered in a
book, for those receivers who are willing to
sign it, which means that the number of
people who receive material is far larger than
what is registered. Camtra has another book
to register SAARA working women who
receive materials monthly and act as
multipliers with their coleagues.

Tent of Rights 2014:
933 signatures
682 women
180 man

In recent years, Camtra has been
selling designed products such as cotton bags
and feminist calendars for fundraisng. Tshirts with women’s rights sayings are
sometimes produced and sold.
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Tent of Rights

Throughout 2014, Camtra brought visibility to the
feminist calendar, such as International Women's
Day (March,8th), Labor Day (May,1st), International
Day of Action for Women`s Health, National Day
Against Maternal Mortality (May, 28th), Afro-Latin
American and Afro-Caribbean Women’s Day (July,
25th).

Tent of Rights 2014
February 28: Carnival Tent
March 13: International Women’s Day
May 2: Against Racism, Labour Day
June 10: Facing Maternal Mortality and For Women’s Health
July 25: Afro-Latin American and Afro-Caribbean Women’s Day
August 29: Lesbian Visibility Day
October 3: Sexual Rights
November 29: Black Awareness (20th Nov), and International Day for the Elimination of
Violence Against Women (25th Nov)
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Capacity Building

Capacity Building
Present Challenges of Feminisms – 2nd Seminar
In
November
2014,
Camtra organized the second
edition of seminar Present
Challenges of Feminisms,
at
Golden Park Hotel, in Glória, Rio
de Janeiro. Seventy women from
various Brazilian states and civil
society organizations attended
the event, among them feminist
activists, community leaders and
general public.
The seminar proposal was to reflect and build capacity on the present scenario
of feminisms, discussing their issues and agendas, as well as relation to other actors and
movements.
Demand for attending the seminar was higher than we expected – forty places
were offered but within a week 112 women had registered. Camtra had to close
registration before the date planned.
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Capacity Building

Conversation Circles
Camtra promotes, among other events, conversation circles about the themes
marked on the feminist calendar. The circles are open to the public and are aimed at
discussing women’s rights within the theme the date refers to. Feminists with
expertise on the themes are invited to conduct conversations.
On 25th July, for example, women gathered to exchange ideas on Afro-Latin
American and Afro-Caribbean Women and their rights, in reference to the date.

On 29th August, Lesbian Visibility
Day, another conversation circle was held,
this time about lesbian’s rights and
sexuality. On these occasions, informative
material is distributed. Other activities in
allusion to the feminist calendar are held,
specially the Tent of Rights, as you can see
on reading this report.
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Camtra’s Young Women Center
Camtra’s Young Women Center was born in 2001 by initiative of young
women who had already been doing some work for Camtra and wanted to carry
out actions focused on women of the same age group.
The Center is self-organized by young
women and develops actions in a ”young to
young” approach, aiming at exchanging
ideas, building
awareness about the
themes worked and forming new feminist
leaders.
Due to the dimension and recognition
gained for the good work done, in 2012 the
Center became part of Camtra structure,
being defined in its bylaw (article n.24) as
the body responsible for assessing and
speaking out about Camtra’s programs on
young women.
The Center hold meetings at least
once a month. Depending on the activity or
action planned, the meetings can be more
frequent. Young women, aged 15-19,
attend conversation circles, plan joint
actions, activities and seminars, and design
campaigns ,as seen on these pages.
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Camtra’s Young Women Center

VI Seminar Young Women Defending Rights
Thirty young women aged
between 15-29 years old gathered in
Teresopolis, a highland city in Rio de
Janeiro State to exchange ideas on
gender, sexuality and racism. They also
contributed in building a campaing on
violence against women. Again, demand
for attending the seminar was higher
than expected. The Center received 90
registrations, that is, three times as much the number and the structure planned. A
selection procedure was carried out, based on criteria published on Camtra`s
webpage. The event was held in December, 12-14th and was supported by Fundo
Ellas and DKA.
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Camtra’s Young Women Center

Camtra’s Young Women Center
Our Bodies Our Rules: Young Women against Sexual Exploitation

Camtra’s Young
Women Center
conducted two events
focused on sexual
exploitation in 2014.
Both events were held
at Baixada Fluminense*.
In March, the
workshop discussed
sexual exploitation in
the context of Mega
Events (World Cup, etc.)
in Xerem, gathering 25
young women)

In May 10th , young
women from
Queimados exhanged
ideas about the feminist
debate on sexual
exploitation. The event
was held in partnership
with Baixada Circus and
gathered around 20
young women.

_______
*Fluminense Lowlands or
Fluminense Flats, a region in
Rio de Janeiro surroundings
that comprises some areas
and municipalities with high
violent rates
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Camtra’s Young Women Center

Campaign Against Sexual Exploitation for Girls and Young women
In July Camtra launched a campaign against
sexual exploitation in the World Cup scenario.
“Vaza, malandragem! Do meu corpo, dos meus
sonhos, cuido eu” (“Get lost, smartie! I own my
body and my dreams”), was supported by Fundação
Luterana de Diaconia and aimed at raising
awareness among girls and young women on sexual
exploitation, child grooming and sexual harassment.
The campaing was widely promoted on
social networks and Camtra’s events, such as the
Tent of Rights , Conversation Circles, Seminars, etc.
Its materials – stickers, ribbons/bracelets and a
small brochure were produced and distributed
among Camtra’s partners and collaborators.
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Partnerships
In recent years, due to recognition as an organization that fights for women’s rights,
Camtra has been invited for conducting workshops and capacity building activities for
various organizations, besides the joint activities that Camtra takes part. Here are some
exemples.

Camtra’s Young Women Center - IBASE- IETS Advocay
In partnership with IBASE (Brazilian Institute of Social and
Economic Analysis) and IETS (Institute of Work and Society Studies),
Camtra’s Young Women Center carried out 10 capacity building
workshops for women living in Conjunto Habitacional Parque
Valdariosa, within the framework of Government social program
“Minha Casa, Minha Vida” (My house, My life). Workshops brought
themes related to Women’s rights, such as Domestic violence and
Maria da Penha Law.

Capacity Building at Public Schools
Camtra was invited to conduct some workshops
under the thematic of women’s rights in public schools in
Rio de Janeiro. The images on the right refers to one, on
Gender, carried out at Pedro II School last October, during
its Diversity Journey.

Activities on Violence Against Women
Throughout the year Camtra builds joint activities
with other organizations and collectives. The image on
the right is on the workshop “For a City without violence
for gilrs and women”, with Coletivo de Mulheres em
Movimento (Collective of Women in Movement) and
Alfazendo Group. It took place in Cidade de Deus (City of
God)
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Advocacy

Advocacy
State Forum on Ending Violence against Women – FEM
Camtra invests in and is part of FEM, having a place in its Operational Secretariat,
giving logistic support, and having a person follow its activities.
FEM’s objective is to build joint strategies to tackle all forms of violence against
women, fight against sexismo racism and lesbophobia.
Highlights of FEM Activities
In March 2014, FEM co-convened a demonstration called “Arrastão
Feminista” (something like “Riot Feminists”), in Lapa, in the context of joint actions
for International Women's Day visibility.
FEM conducted two meetings to build joint actions regarding the impacts of
World Cup on women’s lives: Feminists for a City of Rights! World Cup for Whom?
The same topic was the theme of a conversation circle promoted by FEM.
Along with other movementes, FEM organized the Violet Wing, part of the
two actions in “Our Cup is on the Streets” demonstration. A Feminist Declaration was
also produced.

FEM took part in We all are Claudia – Against Poverty Criminalization and
Extermination of Black women, in reference to Cláudia da Silva Ferreira, who was
shot during a military police operation in a favela, put in the trunk of a police car to
supposedly be taken to the hospital and dragged along the asphalt
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Advocacy

Conducted 12 meetings

FEM

Took part in seven joint meetings
Attended 7 meetings to build the 8th March unified action

Chiquinha Gonzaga Medal

FEM was awarded the Chiquinha Gonzaga
Medal of Acknowlegment, by Rio de
Janeiro City Hall. The medal isawarded to
women whose work for democratic ,
humanitarian, artistic and cultural values
are acknowledged. Eleutéria Amora
received the award on behalf of FEM.
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Advocacy

National Front Against Women’s Criminalization and For Legalized Abortion

Camtra joins the struggles against women’s
criminalization and for legalized abortion, taking part in
the National Front’s meetings and demonstrations, such
as “We all are Jandira, We all are Elisângela”, in reference
to the deaths of these two women after having abortions
in clandestine clinics in Rio State.
The National Front is working against the State bill
of law ( 416/2011 ), that creates the program Preventing
Abortion. The bill was hurriedly put into voting in
September without any discussion or valid debate. The
Front wrote a statement on this issue.

ABONG - Brazilian Association of NGOs
Camtra is a member of ABONG and since 2013 Camtra General
Coordinator Eleutéria Amora has been ABONG State Diretor for Rio de Janeiro.
One of the most important achievements in recent years was the Regulatory
Framework for CSOs. The approval of Law 13.019, regarding partnership between
public sector and Civil Society Organizations (July 2014) represented a major step in
the legislative field. The Brazilian Association of NGOs, ABONG, through its Rio de
Janeiro director played an important role in advocacy for the regulatory framework.
 04 General Assemblies;
 03 Capacity Building Activities
on the Regulatory Framework;
 Attendance to 7 Abong
meetings in Rio
 Advocay in National Congress,
Brasilia.

After the law has passed, the efforts to have it regulamented proceeds, now
foccused on broaden the discussion within civil society and social movements, by
stimulating and strengthening network and cooperation among associates.
Therefore, in 2014 ABONG organized workshops for different different audiences,
attended calls for seminars and talked to the press.
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Poll: Mega Events Impacts on Life of Working Women
Interviews with women working in trade and street vending
In April 2014, in the framework of World Cup in Brazil, Camtra listened to the
voices of 120 women who work as street vendors and in shops at Saara to learn about
their perceptions on the impacts of the World Cup in their lives and working
conditions.
Among other perceptions, women believe the World Cup should not be

considered a priority to the country. However, they expected to have sales increased
during the event. Most of them know they will not have either the means to attend
games at stadiums, nor the possibility of selling their products there. There is also the
perception on the use of women’s bodies (objectification) in the world Cup adds in the

media.
This work was part of project Mega Events Impacts on Life of Working Women,
supported by Rosa Luxemburg Foundation.
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Publications

Feminist Views on 2013 Protests
Olhares Feministas sobre as mobilizações

In this 2014 publication, Camtra brings a
feminist perspective to the intense period of
popular protests that took place in Brazil in the

year before. It registers some debates and
conversation circles among social movements
and feminist organizations carried out during the
time. The publication was released during the
seminar “Present Challenges of Feminisms”.
2.000 issues.

Documentary Short Film : Women and the World Cup
As Mulheres e a Copa do Mundo
Camtra

produced

documentary

short

the
film

Women and the World Cup (As
Mulheres e a Copa do Mundo),
directed by Amanda Palma.
The movie presents the views
of fourteen working woman on
the World cup and its impacts.

By producing a documentary and

a publication, Camtra expects to

disseminate studies and knowledge generated within the organization. It is also
expected that these products may become an information tool, providing not only
information but reflection and action as well.
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Participations

First National Dialogue on Domestic Violence
O Fundo Elas (ELAS – Social Investment Fund ) selected
Camtra and 30 other organizations for the XIX Elas Projet
Edition (Concurso de Projetos do Elas). Organizations selected
receive funds for projects involving girls, young women and
women. Camtra’s project on Young Women building a
campaing for ending violence against women was financed.

International Seminar on Women, Hunger, Poverty and Human Trafficking
Promoted by Caritas Brasilia, the seminar aimed at
debating feminine reality and its role in facing the
themes proposed. The event was composed of
debates, colloquia and plenary sessions. Camtra was
invited to talk about facing violence, women’s rights
and citizenship. The event gathered 150
participants.

Young Women and Public Policies
Camtra’s Project Coordinator Iara Amora contributed with
article “Facing Violence Against Women” to the book
Young Women and Public Policies released in 2014 by
Secretaria Nacional da Juventude (National Secretariat for
Youth) and Secretaria de Políticas Para As Mulheres
(General Office for Women’s Policies). The book brings
articles on building policies regarding women aged 15-29
and their demands, and it is a result from a Working Group
established in 2011, a joint initiative by the mentioned
government bodies, supported by UN Women and United
Nations Development Programme/UNDP.
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Fundraising

Fundraising
Donations
Camtra started a donation campaing some years ago on its page (www.camtra.org.br).
Donation campaigns are also made before March 8th, for purchasing 3000 roses to
present women, along with informative materials on women’s rights.

Designed Items
Camtra has been designing, producing and selling
cotton bags with women’s rights messages for years. They
are usually sold at the Tent of Rights, in feminist events,
seminars, and to friends of Camtra’s. More recently,
Feminist calendars and T–shirts have also been produced,
though the latter, less frequently.

Camtra’s Bazar
In 2014 Camtra innovated again
and launched a one day Bazar to sell
second-hand products donated by
Camtra’s friends and collaborators.
Friends and acquaintances came to
visit, to have some cake and coffee,
while chatting with friends and
feminists
and, of course, browsing
and buying the interesting items
exhibited.
The event received lots of
donations to contribute to the feminist
struggle, even watercolors donated by
a local visual artist.
Camtra’s Bazar was widely
promoted on social network . The staff
was part of the campaign posing as
models, giving the campaing a very
original and charming tone.
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2014 Finances
Camtra gratefully acknowledges the generous contribution of our funding partners
who believe in building women’s movements to advance women’s rights.

DONORS

Contributions (Real)

FUNDO ELLAS DE INVESTIMENTO

75.000,00

SAAP/FASE

73.900,00

FUNDAÇÃO ROSA LUXEMBURG

51.481,67

FUNDO GLOBAL PARA AS MULHERES

32.975,64

FILIA

23.595,17

CARITAS (FNS)

20.000,00

DKA

15.619,37

FUNDAÇÃO REDISTRIBUIR

13.023,43

IETS/IBASE

12.108,68

FUNDAÇÃO LUTERANA DE DIACONIA

10.000,00

ABONG

5.000,00

CAMTRA Sales

3.238,89

ACTIONAID BRASIL

3.000,00

Other Revenues

8.298,80

Total Contributions

347.241,65
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Accountability
Camtra held its Annual Assembly for accountability on 8th August 2014. The Fiscal
Council report approving 2013 accounts was read to associates and observers.
Nineteen women attended the assembly.

New Associates
On the same occasion, five new associates were elected to be part of Camtra
Board of Associates: Bernadete Araújo, Danielle Santana, Marta Lago, Samira
Fernandes e Vilma Piedade
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CAMTRA Board and Staff

Camtra Board and Staff
Executive Coordination
Eleutéria Amora
General Coordinator

Lucivânia Soares
Finance Coordinator

Staff

Iara Amora
Project Supervisor

Monique Britto
Suellen Araújo
Project Coordinator Project Assistant

Iane Queiróz and Giuliana Lemos
Trainees

2014 Consultants

Jimena
Hernández

Julia
Zannetti

Marta
Lago

Casa da Mulher Trabalhadora – Camtra
Rua da Lapa, nº 180/806 Centro, Rio de Janeiro, RJ.
CEP: 20021-180
(+ 55 21) 2544-0808
camtra@camtra.org.br www.camtra.org.br
facebook.com/camtra.cmt
Photos by Camtra and Hervan Rossi (March 8 th)
Report by Marta Lago
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